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Fire Up! Your Employees 
 
Chapter 2: How You Spark – Understand the Role of Talents and Strengths In 
Performance 
 
 
Exercises: 

Assess your talents using the Talents and Thinking Style Assessment™ included in this 

pack. Follow the instructions on the top of the Talents and Thinking Style 

Assessment™; from the scores recorded in each column, identify your primary and 

secondary quadrants. From the eight talents identified in these two quadrants, define the 

four that are most like you. Solicit input about your talents from two others who know you well; 

record their input in the columns marked #2 and #3 on the worksheet titled Your Primary Quadrant 

and Four Major Talents. Use the input from others and your personal assessment to define your 

(final) four primary talents. 

 

A full definition of each of the sixteen major talents is provided to help you become more familiar 

with the language of talents.  Review this list noting the following: 

• What talents need to be present in the roles in your organization? 

• What talents do your current employees have? 

• What talents seem to be missing from your team or organization? 

• What are your partner’s, spouse’s or children’s talents?  

 

Have each of your employees complete the Talent and Thinking Style Assessment™ to help them 

better understand and define their talents. We will use this information to show you how to better 

align them to more correct roles, or to sculpt roles to take advantage of their talents.  

 

Creating an Action Plan is a critical component of implementing the Fire Up! Process. To access 

the Action Plan that has been created for Fire Up! Your Employees and Smoke Your Competition, 

click on the Action Plan link from the Beyond the Book page. You will add your action items from 

each chapter to this master Action Plan. Record your action items on the Action Plan for the 

things you must now do to better understand the talents of your team. 
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         Talent and Thinking Style Assessment™ 

        
Directions:        
Working across each horizontal row of four attributes, place a 4, 3, 2, or 1 in the Score column. Use each number once 
in each row (each row must contain a 1, 2, 3, and 4 – you cannot use any number more than once in each row).  The value 
4 is most like you, the value of 1 is least like you.  Record your first reaction.  When you have completed scoring the 
attributes, total the columns vertically and write your totals in the boxes at the bottom. 
 
 

 Score  Score  Score  Score 

Decisive   Logical   Supportive   Persuasive   

Impatient   Analytical   Cooperative   Fun-loving   

Focused   Reserved   Sincere   Influential   

Forceful   Accomplished   Loyal   Happy   

Organized   Innovative   Receptive   Charismatic   

Achievement-focused   Insightful   Calm   Inspiring   

Empirical   Knowledgeable   Kind   Optimistic   

Strategic   Efficient   Accommodating   Enthusiastic   

Take-charge   Productive   Listener   Flexible   

Competitive   Precise   Sensitive   Energetic   

Influential   Methodical   Patient   Easy-going   

Positive   Judgmental   Respectful   Impulsive   

Confident   Disciplined   Open-minded   Talkative   

Explicit   Modest   Encouraging   Friendly   

Results-focused   Perfectionist   Fair   Expressive   

Frank   Perceptive   Amiable   Praise-loving   

Informed   Detail-oriented   Appreciative   Opportunistic   

Responsible   Competent   Satisfied   Dynamic   

Objective   Dependable   Emotional   Upbeat   

Demanding   Approachable   Caring   Proud   

            

            

Total               

Chairman  Professor  Friend  Emcee  
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Your Primary Quadrant and Four Major Talents 

Employee name: ______________________________________________________________ 

Employee manager: ___________________________________________________________ 

Date: _______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Define your primary quadrant based on the results of 

the Talent and Thinking Style Assessment™. Assess 

the talents in the corresponding quadrant(s) and 

identify your assessment of your four primary talents. 

Solicit input about your talents from two others who 

know you well; record their input in #2 and #3 below. 

Use all of this information to define your (final) four 

primary talents. 

 

Quadrant(s): ___________________________________________________ 

 

You 

Initial Assessment 

1. ___________ 

2. ___________ 

3.____________

4. ___________ 

 

 

 

 

 

#2 

Assessment 

1. ___________ 

2. ___________ 

3.____________ 

4. ____________ 

 

 

 

 

 

#3 

Assessment 

1. ___________ 

2. ___________ 

3.____________ 

4. ____________ 

 

You 

Final 

1. ___________ 

2. ___________ 

3.____________ 

4. ____________ 
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Talent and Performance Style Assessment – Attribute Summary 
Updated August 2017 
 
Performance Personality - Quadrants	
	
Chairman	
Your	"Performance	Personality"	is	Chairman.	
You	are	known	for	your	ability	to	move	
quickly,	decisively,	and	with	purpose.	Your	
performance	happens	in	a	rational	and	
thinking	approach,	quick	decision-making,	
comfort	in	taking	charge,	and	in	a	personal	
focus	on	performance,	achievement	and	
results.	This	is	a	bottom-line,	results-oriented	
quadrant,	where	performance	is	measured	
and	empirical,	and	the	talents	and	
personalities	exhibited	in	this	quadrant	take	
responsibility	for	action.	
	
You	are	an	intrinsically	strong,	direct	and	assertive	communicator,	unafraid	of	confrontation,	
and	are	highly	competitive.	You	appreciate	brevity	in	details	and	exhibit	a	language	that	is	
more	performance-	than	emotionally-based.	You	move	and	speak	quickly,	have	more	formal	
body	language	(handshake	instead	of	hug),	base	responses	and	actions	on	fact	(thinking),	
and	are	more	independent	and	self-reliant.	You	are	logical	and	sensible,	though	can	be	
unaware	or	non-responsive	to	the	feelings	of	others.	Historically	you	are	an	ineffective	
listener.	When	communicating,	you	tell	more	than	you	ask.	
	
You	are	most	comfortable	and	effective	in	roles	that	think	(more	than	feel)	and	direct/take	
charge	(more	than	support	and	follow	-	collaborate).	
	
Professor	 	
Your	"Performance	Personality"	is	Professor.	You	are	a	dominant	thinking	and	supporting	
(collaborating)	type	of	employee.	You	are	a	natural	learner	and	teacher,	and	advance	
performance	by	working	in	thoughtful,	empirical,	precise	and	creative	ways	with	others.	You	
can	be	a	creative	and	innovative	thinking;	ideas	matter.	
	
You	are	logical,	detail-oriented,	though	an	indirect	communicator;	you	are	openly	aware	of	
and	sensitive	to,	the	feelings,	perspectives,	and	attitudes	of	others.	You	have	a	language	of,	
and	preoccupation	with	details,	precision,	organization,	and	completeness.	You	exhibit	a	
more	formal	body	language	and	more	distance	in	proximity	(handshake,	greater	distance	
with	personal	space).	You	possess	a	strong	work	ethic	and	focus	on	performance.	When	
communicating,	you	ask	more	than	you	tell.	
	
You	are	most	comfortable	and	effective	in	roles	that	think	(more	than	feel)	and	
support/work/collaborate	with	others	(than	take	charge	and	direct).	
	
	

Directing
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ProfessorFriend

Emcee
Feeling Thinking

Supporting

Leader
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Connector
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Peacemaker
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Friend	
Your	"Performance	Personality"	is	Friend.	You	are	more	of	an	emotional	decision-maker	and	
are	a	supporting	(relationship-oriented)	type	of	employee.	You	are	a	natural	relationship	
builder;	you	read	and	understand	others	well;	you	are	an	intrinsically	good	listener	and	
communicator.	
	
You	are	generally	thoughtful,	caring,	and	empathic.	As	an	indirect	communicator,	you	are	
openly	aware	of,	and	receptive	to,	the	feelings,	thoughts,	and	emotions	of	others.	You	are	
readily	identified	by	your	language	of	feelings	and	emotions,	a	more	informal	and	close-
proximity	body	language	(hug,	touch),	and	a	more	reserved,	kind,	and	quiet	demeanor.	You	
develop	strong	relationships	and	share	successes	with	your	relationships.	Your	team	focus	is	
evident	in	your	ability	to	get	along	with,	and	work	with,	virtually	everyone,	and	are	generally	
authentically	interested	in	the	lives,	attitudes,	emotions	and	perspectives	of	others.	When	
communicating,	you	ask	more	than	you	tell.	
	
You	are	most	comfortable	and	effective	in	roles	that	feel	(more	than	think)	and	
support/work/collaborate	with	others	(than	take	charge	and	direct).	
	
	
Emcee	
Your	"Performance	Personality"	is	Emcee.	You	are	a	dominant	emotional	decision-maker	
whose	approach	to	performance	is	more	independent	than	team-based.	Center	stage	is	a	
comfortable	place	for	all	of	the	four	talents	presented	in	the	Emcee	quadrant.	Your	decisions	
are	made	many	times	by	intuition	and	feelings	instead	of	by	facts	and	data;	you	are	
comfortable	with	your	emotions	and	feelings	and	those	of	others.	
	
You	are	generally	thoughtful,	open,	and	honest	with	your	feelings	and	emotions.	As	direct	
communicators,	you	comfortably	say	what	you	think.	You	exhibit	upbeat,	positive,	and	
encouraging	communication;	you	focus	on	fun,	entertainment,	and	having	a	good	time	and	
want	roles	and	responsibilities	that	reflect	this.	You	can	be	readily	identified	by	your	
emotional,	optimistic,	and	playful	language,	and	close	and	engaging	body	language.	You	can	
easily	take	charge	and	are	comfortable	as	a	solo	performer	who	achieves	by	connecting	
emotionally	with	others.	When	communicating,	you	tell	more	than	you	ask.	
	
You	are	most	comfortable	and	effective	in	roles	that	feel	(more	than	think)	and	direct	and	
take	charge	(more	than	support	and	follow	-	collaborate).	
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	Performance	Preference	-	Axes	
	
Directing	
Your	"Performance	Preference"	(your	go-to	response	when	engaging	with	your	world)	is	
Directing.	Your	highest	scores	are	in	the	Emcee	and	Chairman	quadrants.	This	reflects	a	
results-oriented,	forceful,	influential	and	guiding	(self	and	others)	approach	to	performance.	
You	are	most	talented	in	roles	that	direct,	take	charge,	persuade,	manage,	influence	and	are	
personally	and	professionally	driven.	Making	things	happen	and	creating	results	are	
important;	being	visible,	in	control,	practical	and	realistic	are	important.	Winning	matters.	
Emotions	matter	less	than	performance,	details	and	results.	Relationships	are	valuable	as	a	
means	to	achieve	and	succeed.	
	
	
Supporting	
Your	"Performance	Preference"	(your	go-to	response	when	engaging	with	your	world)	is	
Supporting.		Your	highest	scores	are	in	the	Professor	and	Friend	quadrants.	This	reflects	a	
supportive	and	team	(collaborative)	approach	to	performance.	You	are	most	talented	in	roles	
that	support,	help,	train,	encourage,	engage	and	connect	with	others.	You	are	focused	on	
working	with	others,	improving	and	maintaining	others,	and	caring	about	others.	You	help	
others	achieve.	Teaching,	supporting	and	encouraging	are	important.	Relationships,	
teamwork	and	valuing	each	person’s	perspective	are	the	ways	to	achieve	results.	
		
	
	
Thinking	
Your	"Performance	Preference"	(your	go-to	response	when	engaging	with	your	world)	is	
Thinking.	Your	highest	scores	are	in	the	Chairman	and	Professor	quadrants.	This	reflects	a	
thinking	approach	to	performance.	You	are	most	talented	in	roles	that	think,	observe,	learn,	
evaluate,	measure,	analyze,	solve	and	assess.	Details	are	important;	precision	is	important.	
You	approach	performance	in	a	logical	and	thoughtful	manner.	You	value	facts,	logic	and	a	
thinking	process	over	a	feelings-focused	process.	Knowledge	and	measurable	data	are	
perceived	as	more	valuable	than	intuition,	emotion	and	relationships.	
	
	
Feeling	
Your	"Performance	Preference"	(your	go-to	response	when	engaging	with	your	world)	is	
Feeling.	Your	highest	scores	are	in	the	Emcee	and	Friend	quadrants.	This	reflects	a	feelings	
and	emotions	(gut-feel,	intuition,	humanistic)	approach	to	performance.	You	are	most	
talented	in	roles	that	focus	on	relationship	building,	relying	on	feelings	and	
frequent/significant	human	contact.	Feelings	about	people	and	things	matter;	emotions	
matter.	You	are	comfortable	with	social	interaction,	meeting	and	communicating	with	new	
people,	sharing	and	getting	personal	information.	You	value	empathy,	nurturing,	coaching	
and	connection.	Relationships	and	emotions	are	the	building	blocks	of	all	performance.	
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Individual	Talents	(Unique	Abilities)	
	
	
Adapter	–	You	influence	others	to	move	and	do	–	to	be	adaptable	–	by	activating	and	
including	others.	Others	listen	to	you.	You	are	visibly	present	and	your	energy	helps	you	get	
things	done,	no	matter	the	circumstances.	You	win	others	in	to	your	perspectives.	Key	words	
that	describe	you	include	popular,	charismatic,	energetic,	dynamic	and	influential.	
Performance	Preference	(Axis):	Directing.	Performance	Personality	(Quadrant):	Emcee.	
	
Bottom-liner	–	You	focus	on	getting	things	done	–	realistically	and	rationally.	You	are	
thoughtful	in	your	approach,	are	organized	and	take	responsibility	for	your	actions	and	
work.	Though	you	work	carefully,	you	focus	on	getting	things	done	and	don’t	get	lost	in	the	
details.	Key	words	that	describe	you	include	rational,	realistic,	practical,	organized	and	
objective.	Performance	Preference	(Axis):	Thinking.	Performance	Personality	(Quadrant):	
Chairman.	
	
Caregiver	–	You	focus	on	emotions	and	feelings;	you	aware	of	feelings	in	yourself	and	in	
others.	You	are	selfless	in	the	service	to	others.	You	appreciate	and	understand	individuality	
but	have	a	strong	sense	of	belonging,	family,	and	team.	You	openly	care	for,	and	support	
others.	Key	words	that	describe	you	are	compassionate,	nurturing,	giving,	genuine,	selfless	
and	thoughtful.	Performance	Preference	(Axis):	Feeling.	Performance	Personality	
(Quadrant):	Friend.	
	
Connector	–	You	have	an	independent	problem-solving	and	systemic	fact-based	focus;	you	
search	out	facts	and	connect	them	for	performance.	You	define,	perform,	and	live	by	personal	
goals	and	objectives.	Key	words	to	describe	you	include	deliberate,	productive,	disciplined,	
focused	and	goal-oriented.	Performance	Preference	(Axis):	Thinking.	Performance	
Personality:	Chairman.	
	
Driver	–	You	focus	on	doing	and	getting	things	done;	you	act	with	purpose	and	direction;	you	
take	charge.	You	establish	order	and	process	many	variables	concurrently.	You	organize	and	
delegate.	Key	words	to	describe	you	include	strategic,	confident,	action-oriented,	take-charge	
and	results-focused.	Performance	Preference	(Axis):	Directing.	Performance	Personality	
(Quadrant):	Chairman.	
	
Entertainer	–	You	focus	on	fun,	feelings,	and	getting	along;	you	are	upbeat,	entertaining	and	
candid.	You	connect	with	all	personalities	and	are	spontaneous.	You	are	conversational,	
social,	and	happy.	Key	words	to	describe	you	include	fun-loving,	expressive,	spontaneous,	
playful	and	friendly.	Performance	Preference	(Axis):	Feeling.	Performance	Personality	
(Quadrant):	Emcee.	
	
Facilitator	–	You	focus	on	learning,	achieving	and	teaching	others;	you	share	information	to	
advance	your	performance	and	the	performance	of	others.	You	tune	in	easily	and	watch	the	
details.	You	are	interested	in	opinions,	discussions,	and	new	information.	Key	words	to	
describe	you	include	encouraging,	observant,	intuitive,	perceptive	and	insightful.	
Performance	Preference	(Axis):	Supporting.	Performance	Personality	(Quadrant):	Professor.	
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Includer	–	You	focus	on	belonging,	contributing,	and	being	part	of	something	important;	you	
look	to	be	understood	and	appreciated	for	your	work	and	effort.	You	feel	connected	and	help	
others	feel	connected;	you	make	a	difference.	You	can	be	counted	on.	You	feel	a	deep	
connection	to	others	and	are	described	as	being	extremely	loyal	–	you	like	to	be	included.	
You	work	well	with	others.	Key	words	to	describe	you	are	dependable,	loyal,	team-focused,	
reliable	and	responsible.	Performance	Preference	(Axis):	Supporting.	Performance	
Personality	(Quadrant):	Professor.	
	
Inspirer	–	You	relate	easily	to	others	–	they	find	you	and	your	approach	engaging.	Your	
upbeat	attitude	comes	from	being	easy-going	and	accepting	and	accommodating	of	others	–	
you	let	others	be	who	they	are.	They	are	inspired	by	how	you	live,	work	and	bounce	back	
from	challenges	and	obstacles.	You	learn	from	and	share	with	others.	You	inspire	others	be	
less	stressed.	Key	words	that	describe	you	include	accommodating,	resilient,	positive,	easy-
going	and	flexible.	Performance	Preference	(Axis):	Feeling.	Performance	Personality	
(Quadrant):	Emcee.	
	
Inventor	–	You	are	independent,	creative,	and	an	on-demand	thinker;	you	are	comfortable	
inventing,	imagining,	and	innovating.	You	consider	the	non-conventional;	you	easily	see	
potential,	options,	and	opportunities.	You	are	interested	in	new	ideas.	Key	words	to	describe	
you	include	innovative,	imaginative,	non-conventional,	creative,	artistic,	resourceful	and	
original.	Performance	Preference	(Axis):	Thinking.	Performance	Personality	(Quadrant):	
Professor.	
	
Leader	–	You	make	things	happen.	You	take	control,	make	decisions	and	get	things	done.	You	
are	not	intimidated	by	challenges	and	can	easily	get	heard,	make	your	point	and	affect	
change.	You	are	able	to	connect	actions	to	results.	You	can	clearly	define	a	direction	and	get	
others	to	follow.	You	say	what	is	on	your	mind;	people	know	where	they	stand	with	you.	Key	
words	to	describe	you	include	decisive,	determined,	direct,	commanding	and	assertive.	
Performance	Preference	(Axis):	Directing.	Performance	Personality	(Quadrant):	Chairman.	
	
Listener	–	You	communicate	clearly	and	effectively;	you	take	great	care	to	understand	and	to	
be	understood;	you	listen	for	what	is	meant,	not	just	what	is	said.	You	tune	in	to	and	
understand	emotions	and	feelings,	and	value	personal	interactions.	Others	seem	to	confide	in	
and	talk	with	you.	Key	words	to	describe	you	include	calm,	agreeable,	good-natured,	kind	
and	non-confrontational.	Performance	Preference	(Axis):	Feeling.	Performance	Personality	
(Quadrant):	Friend.	
	
Peacemaker	–	You	get	along	with	and	support	others.	You	appreciate	feelings,	emotions,	and	
differences	in	people.	You	look	to	bring	and	keep	people	together;	you	look	for	
commonalities	and	agreement.	You	consider	value	in	personal	contact	and	relationships.	You	
are	non-judgmental	and	accept	and	support	people	for	who	they	are.	You	see	commonalities	
more	than	differences.	Key	words	to	describe	you	include	appreciative,	open-minded,	
considerate,	attentive,	and	approachable.	Performance	Preference	(Axis):	Supporting.	
Performance	Personality	(Quadrant):	Friend.	
	
Relator	–	You	easily	build	relationships	and	personal	contact;	you	care	about	the	feelings,	
lives,	and	facts	of	others.	You	enjoy	meeting	new	people	and	sharing	personal	experiences.	
People	matter	to	you;	you	respect,	appreciate	and	celebrate	the	uniqueness	and	diversity	of	
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people.	Key	words	to	describe	you	include	supportive,	respectful,	cooperative,	diplomatic	
and	accepting.	Performance	Preference	(Axis):	Supporting.	Performance	Personality	
(Quadrant):	Friend.	
	
Solver	–	You	approach	performance	and	relationships	logically;	you	are	methodical	and	
analytical	and	prefer	to	solve	things	collectively.	You	address	performance	through	fact,	data	
and	information,	and	advance	productivity	through	skill	development.	You	have	a	disciplined	
approach	to	work	and	life;	you	have	a	perfectionist	mentality.	You	insist	on	gathering	
information	from	many	sources	and	people	to	solve.	Key	words	to	describe	you	include	
methodical,	analytical,	accurate,	detail-oriented	and	logical.	Performance	Preference	(Axis):	
Thinking.	Performance	Personality	(Quadrant):	Professor.	
	
Winner	–	You	need	to	win,	achieve,	and	be	noticed;	you	take	pride	in	great	personal	
achievements.	You	seek	out	and	exploit	opportunities.	You	are	competitive,	ambitious	and	
are	inspired	to	achieve	what	you	focus	on.	You	are	confident	because	you	trust	your	abilities.	
Key	words	to	describe	you	include	competitive,	ambitious,	persuasive,	persistent	and	
opportunistic.	Performance	Preference	(Axis):	Directing.	Performance	Personality	
(Quadrant):	Emcee.	
 


